A mandate to end the Palestinian - Jew conflict
New borders for a viable two State solution. A State for the Palestinians to recover some of their land, a State for Jews (paid for by Palestinians).
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Narrative –
Everyone knows it is not possible for a Unified Palestinian State to exist when its
stolen lands are fractured, surrounded by walls, and controlled by the State called
Israel. To believe otherwise has proven to be futile and will continue oppression
from Jews against the Palestinians. In order for a unified Palestinian State to have
any chance of survival against the rogue Jewish State, new borders must be
independently drawn and developed that will form two separate new States. For
this reason, the Nations of the Globe must by any and “all means necessary” force
the Palestinians and the Jews to accept a neutrally independently drawn realignment of the borders of the State called Israel into two new States. To achieve
this goal all lands acquired by the State called Israel (since Statehood) including any
subsequent changes thereto, structures constructed thereon, improvements or
infrastructure made, as well as remaining Palestinian lands parcels, shall be
available and included in the border realignment plan. Once new borders have been
established, all land parcels lying outside of the newly drawn borders shall be
exchanged with land parcels lying within the new borders. Land exchanges shall be
made that eliminate all fractured non-contiguous parcels of land within the new two
State borders. This is the only possible way a two State Solution for Palestine can
occur. All concrete border barriers shall be removed, and the apartheid frame of
mind must be eliminated. Jews and Palestinians must learn to live in harmony
within their newly designated and independently drawn borders. The two new
States that are drawn by this forced re-alignment method must become civil
neighboring States worthy of acceptance by the Global community of nations and
begin to act as such. The individual citizens of each State must have the same rights
as each other and be treated as equals by all the countries of the Globe.
The Mandate Basics The lands of “Palestine” shall be divided to closely conform to the borders shown on
the side map. Only minor adjustments will be permitted. All manmade artificial
boundaries or barriers shall be removed and replaced with a 10 ft. tall chain link
fence to clearly define the new borders of the two States and the borders of existing
neighboring States. All real property and/or improvements located within the new
borders labeled “Israel” on the map shall become the property of the elected
Government of the State called Israel and its citizens. All real property and/or
improvements located within the borders labeled “Palestine” on the map shall
become the property of the elected Government of Palestine and its citizens. In
other words, Gaza and the South half of Palestine becomes the new State of Israel Haifa and the North half becomes the new State of Palestine. All real property and/
or improvements located outside of the borders labeled as Palestine or labeled as
Israel shall become the property of the citizens of the joining and currently
designated neighboring States - Lebanon, Syria, Jordan or Egypt.
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The borders and limits of the City of Jerusalem shall be fixed by a special board
appointed by the U.N. There shall be no private ownership of any real property
within the boundaries established for the City of Jerusalem. All properties
within the designated boundaries of the city shall be leased by a lottery, but
managed and maintained by the neutral international board.
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During the relocation of the various people groups within their new State
borders the destruction of real property, any improvements, any existing
infrastructure, and/or any existing structures will not be permitted (except for
old fencing or artificial manmade border barriers). There will be no
compensation to any person, current owner, occupant or Government for
displacement or losses as a result of the relocation. Such losses will be the
sacrifice by the people to obtain a lasting peace between the two new States.
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All properties lying outside of each new State border will be vacated by the
current occupant(s); all current owner documents will be destroyed. A timetable established by the U.N. will be set to evacuate any affected properties.
A system will be developed to distribute, and to grant new ownership
documents to all lawfully acquired newly designated real property lying within
the newly drawn State borders. Family house-holds and united groups of
citizens will have the opportunity to acquire the new property lying within
each new State by way of a National lottery to be held for that purpose.
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If the State called Israel expects to be known as “Israel” the State must adopt
the basic Biblical Hebrew law known as the 10 Commandments. Deut. 5:2-22.
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